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the future from the past, we can be
assured that our attempts at air-pollution eontrol
will lead us in a circle. Should our past performance
be repeated, we will emulate the farm boy who waits
where the rabbit was flushed until the dog brings it
around again to the starting point. I hope that this
comparison does not correctly reflect the national
trends in air-pollution control today. There is much
evidence that it does not. However, if we are to know
where we are going, we must recall where we have
been.
One review states, "Previous to 1917 many Amer·
ican cities had smoke regulations which, however, were
not widely observed, and during [first] World War,
regulations were held in abeyance. With the return
of normal conditions health organizations met with
considerable interested opposition, public apathy and
often official indifference" [1].
·
Why have we generally failed in our efforts to control air pollution? There has been an incorrect esti·
mate of the kind and size of the job, first of all. There
has been far too small a concept of the problem by
municipal officials; a few men are provided to staff an
organization with duties comparable to keeping the
streets clean, providing water supply, disposing of
sewage, or furnishing police protection; small appropriations now and· then are put at the disposal of
the administrative officer; money has been uncertain
in amount or has been denied in economy moves. After
a few months of relaxation, the whole program has
vanished but not the atmospheric pollution.
We have failed because there has been great waste
of effort and misguided enthusiasm on the part of the
public when aroused to the importance of the atmos·
pheric pollution problem. Often there has been a lack
of vision and unwillingness to pay the price or to allow
the time that is necessary to obtain proper atmospheric
pollution control. There must be a w;illingness on
the part of citizens to wait for results. There must
also be a willingness to pay for continuous long-time
effort free from political control. Where these conditions are not found, there is only partial control or complete failure. There is no spectacular cure for atmospheric pollution, and no miracles can be performed.
F WE PREDICT

Long-continued and sldll£ul effort is essential, if only to
understand the nature of atmospheric pollution.
We have failed because industry believed that air·
pollution control cost too much. Smoke and dusts were
the wages of a prosperous industrial community, and
the public generally shared this view or were forced
by time and circumstance to accept it. There were
"co-operative'' programs with the dual objectives of
delay and defeat. Engineers were assigned to write
diverting papers on the minutiae of the problem, and
the trade journals editorialized on the unreasonableness of "do-gooders." These tactics haunt the sincere
efforts of progressive industry today.
I have touched briefly on three reasons for failure
like number of reasons why we
in the past; there
should succeed in control of atmospheric pollution in
the future.
In the ten years between 1937 and 1948, the gain
in dollar value of industrial production in the United
States exceeded 200 percent. Manufacturing plants
increased 39 percent, and 52 percent more people were
employed at the end than at the beginning of the
period. Industry will continue to expand, and it is
essential that it do so. Expansion means, in the simplest
terms, that more air-borne wastes are produced and
that in many communities objectionable levels of contamination are reached for the first time. When smoke,
dust, and fumes are discharged into the air in an area
faster than they are removed by natural cleansing
forces, there is air pollution in that area. This is a
compelling reason for something to be done about
atmospheric pollution.
Control of atmospheric pollution as a duty appeals
to less than a majority. Money saving in operation
' appeals to a few. The appeal to health is most potent,
and it is for this reason that control of air pollution,
though clearly an engineering matter, often is placed
in the health department for administration. In general, the attempt to show a direct relationship between
ill health and atmospheric pollution has been disap·
pointing to those demanding exacting demonstration.
The health considerations have been greatly strengthened by the Meuse Valley and the Donora disasters,
which took the lives of sixty and twenty persons,
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respectively. Public Health Bulletin 306, released by
the Public Health Service on October 15, 1949, is an
exhaustive report on the Donora incident. The Foreword by the Surgeon General states the health considerations succinctly. It reads in part as follows:
This study is the opening move in what may develop into a
major field of operation in improving the Nation's health. We
have realized, during our growing impatience with the annoyance
of smoke, that pollution from gases, fumes and microscqpic particles was also a factor to be reckoned with. But it was not until
the tragic impact of Donora that the Nation as a whole became
aware that there might be a selious danger to health from air
contaminants. Before the Donora episode, there has been only
one similar incident in history..••• The Donora report has
shown with great clarity how little fundamental knowledge exists
regarding the possible effects of atmospheric pollution on health.
Secondly, Donora has emphasized how long-range and complex
is this job of overcoming the problem of air pollution, after we
get the basic knowledge on its effects. . • . . Our first step now,
of course, is immediate basic research. We need to investigate,
for instance, what long-range effect, continued low concentrations of polluted air has on the health of individuals, not only
healthy individuals but those with chronic diseases and the aged
and children. We know nothing about the indirect effect of air
pollution on persons with diseases other than those of the respiratory tract. We also need immediate research into another indisputable effect of air pollution; its ability to shut out some of
the helpful rays of the sun.

Another reason for believing we shall succeed in
our current efforts at control of atmospheric pollution
concerns the activities of industry itself. Many conferences have been held within the year or are projected
for studying ways and means of control. I name only
those sponsored by or contributed to impressively by
industry:
American Chemical Society Symposium, San Francisco, California, March 28 and 29, 1949.
Manufacturing Chemists Association, New York, N.Y.,
April 18 and 19, 1949.
25th Annual State Health Conference, Morgantown,
West Virginia, June 2 and 3, 1949.
American Medical Association Symposium, Atlantic
City, New Jersey, June 8, 194.9.
American Petroleum Institute Committee on Disposal
of Refinery Wastes, Denver, Colorado, September
19 and 20, 1949.
National Safety Congress, Chicago, Illinois, October
24, 1949.
National Air Pollution Symposium, Pasadena, California, November 10 and 11, 1949.
Industrial Hygiene Foundation, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, November 18, 1949.
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American Meteorological Society, St. Louis, Missouri,
January 3-6, 1950.
University of Michigan In-Service Training Course,
Ann Arbor, Michigan, February 6, 7, and 8, 1950.
Society of Automotive Engineers, Detroit, Michigan,
March 14, 1950.
United States Technical Conference on Air Pollution,
Washington, D.C., May 3, 4, and 5, 1950.
Not only is there interchange of information, but
there has been effective installation of equipment to
control air contaminants. The petroleum, chemical,
automotive, soap, metals, utility, and woodworking
industries have some commendable accomplishments
to their credit. Last month, I saw an effective method
of controlling coal-mine refuse fires at one of the coal
mines of western Pennsylvania, a sy$tem of storing
high-sulphur mine wastes, developed and continued
at considerable expense.
There are significant developments in the equipment industry, notably in supersonics, the venturi scrubber, electrostatic precipitators, and filter collectors.
Sulphur recovery from refinery gases, utilization of
fly ash in making concrete, and recovery of waste heat
are examples of improved operating techniques that
are increasing. The coal industry has developed a
smokeless domestic stove which is now in production
and has effectively furthered the use of steam jets for
smoke abatement in stationary and mobile steam equipment.
I want to digress at this point and talk about one of
the most human aspects of this subject, "folklore."
It is far more colorful, extensive, and ramified than
the engineering, medical, or meteorological phases of
air pollution, yet they are the warp and woof of its
fabric. It is harmless enough if it is recognized for
what it is, but it can hamper serious work if it is not
properly labeled.
There is current the statement that, "for a long time
the onus for atmospheric pollution was put on smokemore specifically coal smoke . . . . [that] these theories have long since been exploded [and that] the
idea that coal is the principal culprit is no longer
seriously advanced. . . . ." The realization that fumes
and dust cause serious atmospheric pollution is not
new. Ahnost forty years ago, Aitkin [2] described the
role of sulphur dioxide in the formation of early morning fogs over the industrial cities of Great Britain,
and he [3] in 1880, and Owens [4] in 1926 demonstrated the preponderantly greater amount of dust in
city than in country air. The prevalence of smog in
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cities that do not burn coal in no way minimizes the
smoke nuisance where it exists.
In a Washington release in October is the statement
that "smoke of itself is not a bad pollutant, except
under unusual atmospheric conditions , , . , [and it]
is objectionable principally because of psychological
effect. . . . ." Have we reached the state where we
can gild refined gold or paint the lily?
There are references to street dust and particles from
rubber heels and automobile tires in some recent dis·
. cussions of atmospheric pollution. We must bear in
mind that the kind of atmospheric pollution we are
concerned with is a phenomenon most commonly
associated with temperature inversion and low wind
velocity and that the behavior of coarse dusts is best
explained by Stokes's law.
Automobiles and Diesel trucks release varying
amounts of carbon monoxide, aldehydes, and oxides of
nitrogen and sulphur to the atmosphere. At street
level and in confined places any one of these is Qbjec·
tionable. It is easy for the layman who experiences
high concentration of exhaust fumes from a bus only
a few feet away to believe that all the air pollution in
his city is from this source. There have been extensive
studies of motor exhaust gases in vehicular tunnels and
mine air. The maximum concentrations considered
safe for these places are never reached in the city air
except in the immediate vicinity of the vehicle's ex·
haust or in congested traffic lanes. I do not mean to
imply that improperly operated and obsolete motor
vehicles should be allowed to pollute the atmospherethey should not-but neither should folklore be
encouraged that will place the onus of metropolitan
area atmospheric pollution on the automobile, without
proof.
At the American Medical Association's symposium
on atmospheric pollution at Atlantic City in June, Dr.
Kehoe stated the health problem in much the same way
as the Surgeon General did in the Donora report.
These we can accept as informed and responsible
professional evaluations. Unfortunately, the interpre·
tation of health statistics is not reserved to the compe·
tent and the responsible, so we find growing out of the
same body of vital data a catastrophe folklore on the
one hand and a superman folklore on the other. One
medical authority predicts the deaths that will be
caused in a city by air pollution a year in advance, and
another explains that since Neanderthal man we have
adapted ourselves to it. The claim is made that atmospheric pollution is the cause of respiratory cancer,
and a layman claims that this is not true; witness-

PROCEEDINGS OF THE FIRST
St. Louis, which passed a smoke-abatement law in 1940,
has twice as many deaths from respiratory cancer as
Pittsburgh, which did not put its smoke-abatement law
into operation until 1948. A city health officer states
that the "figures strongly suggest that death from
tuberculosis is inversely proportionate to the pollution
of the atmosphere," and two fuel-trade journals reprint
it in boldface type. So folklore grows, and the claims
and counterclaims underscore the need for adequate information and objective interpretation.
Now we come to the folklore of the "inexorable laws
of nature." Here are the volcanic dusts of Krakatoa,
Mt. Katmai, the African Savannas, pollen, spores,
viruses, and bacteria. These are not pertinent to the
discussion of localized man-made metropolitan air pollution. It is true that the weight of aerosols of natural
origin in the earth's gaseous envelope is far greater
than that from man's activities, but our concern is
with the relatively long time that pollution of our owil
making remains in the little space in which we live.
Knowing the tonnage of contaminants from all the
stacks in Allegheny County, we should not use the
volume of air in a mile column over the state of
Pennsylvania in finding the solids per unit volume in
this one county.
Temperature inversions are not air pollution, but
I find this statement in an article on atmospheric pollution, "Yet it's not air pollution alone that causes
trouble. It's the fact that foul air is sometimes held
over an area for long periods, instead of being dispersed by the wind." The "inexorable laws of nature"
should be understood and used to guide our activities.
A plane's fall is not the fault of gravity but of structural or human failure.
The administration of an atmospheric pollution law
is difficult, and passing a punitive law is no solution
to the problem. In general, I favor a broad enabling
act for the enforcement agency, such as Chapter 20 of
the Health and Safety Code of California (1947). This
permits realistic development of standards adaptable
to local conditions, provides for effective enforcement,
and assures due process.
In recent years, one of our engineering societies has
been working on a so-called model smoke ordinance.
This is a waste of effort because detailed specifications
or standards cannot be written that are applicable to
one or all aspects of a local problem. Efforts of this
nature result in ineffective compromise or complete
disagreement. Local conditions, concentration, and
kind of industry require severe regulation in some
instances, while others require less stringent regula-
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tions. There is always the danger that local promulgation of regulations will he hampered by political or
industrial influence, hut this same influence can also
he applied to defeat the standards laid down at any
level.
Once the air-pollution-control district is established,
good administrative ability is needed to guide it; cities
rarely find or pay for the kind of services needed, yet
an underpaid administrator is a luxury that no city can
afford. A good engineering service is expensive hut it is
essential. Engineering services are now available from
research foundations, universities, government agencies, and consulting-engineering organizations. Many
cities may find it advisable to call upon these services
to make the initial survey and to advise them constantly
during the active conduct of their air-pollution program.
Enforcement is technical on the one hand and intensely human on the other. As far as its technical phase
goes, the solution can he found; the most difficult part
is the human problem. One of its strange aspects is that
no polluter is troubled by his own pollution. We are all
quite willing to have our neighbors regulated; the difficulty comes in being regulated ourselves. There always
is and there always will he opposition. There are always people who say that it will injure business. Without arguing about it, look at the result where some
success has been achieved. In almost every case, once
the objectors have put their own house in order they
support the program. Usually the cost is not as much as
they had feared.
Science and engineering are generally keeping pace
with air-pollution problems. The results of war and
postwar research in meteorology and aerosols can he
used to advantage now. The scientist or the engineer
familiar with such problems must be brought in to assist
and plan proper control. The initial survey must determine the cause of pollution, where it is produced, and
what proportion it bears to the total. A successful program requires work of all forces. There must he a citizens committee. The Chamber of Commerce must help.
The engineering societies of the community should participate, and it is essential that constructive information
be given the public by newspapers, radio, and television.
The first, second, or third years of an air-pollution
program are the most difficult. Newspapers or other
sources of public information are rarely able to convey
to the public the true nature of the air-pollution problem
or to understand that time is required to bring it to a
satisfactory condition of operation. Indeed, the airpollution control director often feels that he is served by
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the fourth estate as the dog of Islington served the good
citizen of that town. "This dog and man at first were
friends and then a pique began, the dog to gain some
private ends went mad and bit the man." Perhaps this
difficulty lies in the inability of the engineer and the scientist to convey the nature of the problem to the purveyor of public information. Be that as it may.
It requires tact on the part of the director of an airpollution-control organization when that organization
is always in trouble as it inevitably is. Trouble is its
stock in trade. Men of the caliber to make good airpollution-control
are scarce. They also are expendable, and the mortality rate is high.
A good district must have mileposts to measure its
accomplishments, bench marks, if you please, to which
frequent reference can be made to gauge the gains made
in reducing pollution. There is always a time when
progress is made for two or three years and some real
results are accomplished. Then there is a period of heavy
temperature inversion favorable for the accumulation
of pollution, and the word goes around that things are
no better than they were before. It may be convenient
for a politician to use this situation to his immediate
advantage. The public is aroused, and the district suffers or is entirely eliminated. The only defense is to reduce the problem to concrete figures just as we do our
bank account. Accurate data are insurance of continued
and effective operation of the district.
The elements of a successful program are, first, an
aroused public support, and this cannot be a minority.
Second, there must be vision. Gifted people and disinterested people must look at this problem twenty or
thirty years ahead, for atmospheric pollution is cured
only in decadence or death of a community. It is a
problem that is always with us. The citizens committee
must be a godfather to enforcement in operating the
air-pollution organization. It should be neither paid
nor should it have political connections. Third, there
must be continuous effort, otherwise we come back
around,the circle to frustration and failure. This does
not mean the end of air-pollution programs, however.
Fourth, is a sound enabling act. As has been pointed
out, this should be broad in scope and should make no
attempt to set up detailed rules and regulations. Fifth,
technical skill must be available through consultants
or through the staff of the enforcement agency itself.
Technical ability must be employed by industry to
avoid undue cost and unnecessary mistakes. The enabling act previously referred to should provide for
large units of enforcement, comparable in size to the
industrial area to be served. It should have rule-
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making authority, or should delegate that authority to
the director subject to the review of a hearing board.
The hearing hoard should be composed of outstanding
citizens of the community and should not he too large.
Three men are adequate. Legal and engineering competence should he characteristic of this board. The district should he divided into an inspection division and
an engineering division. As a rule, this will suffice, as
it provides for all the activities that the district is commonly called upon to perform. The inspectors must he
competent to give sound technical advice of a. constructive nature. Their purpose is not punishment.
Litigation over air pollution is increasing in the
United States. In the Pacific Northwest, there are suits
totaling two and one-half million dollars over alleged
damage to crops by fluorine. Suits totaling two million
dollars have been filed as a result of the Donora episode.
Crop-damage suits and payments in the Los Angeles
area have reached many thousands of dollars where
sulphur dioxide is involved.
The general prevalence of atmospheric pollution
over our large cities is readily seen from the air, particularly in the early morning hours and during the fall
and winter months. Delayed flights, late schedules,
and lost time for equipment and crews are tangible
effects experienced by many commercial air lines. An
investigation of this problem is provided in House Resolution 6352. This bill "to authorize and direct the
Civil Aeronautics Board to study the need for smog
control in the vicinity of airports in order to promote
safety in air navigation," was introduced by Congress. man Cecil R. King of Los Angeles in the first session
of the 8lst Congress and referred to the Committee on
Interstate and Foreign Commerce.

It is good industrial management to anticipate developments of this kind, The most constructive approach is to know the nature and amount of pollution
that is released, so that orderly planning and financing
for control can be followed. Many industries are controlling dust, fumes, odors, and smoke by changes in
processes. Collection at the source is increasingly common, and, in a few isolated instances, adjustment of
operations to weather conditions is practiced. Thorough investigation of the means available for control
is essential, if excessive cost or outright failure is to be
avoided.
It is twenty-three years now since the former chief
of the Technologic Branch of the Bureau of Mines made
this statement: "It has come to the point where we
think we can see the several steps in this cycle which
recurs so frequently in American and European cities.
In every industrial city we begin to see the symptoms
and are able somewhat to predict the next step. It seems
to progress something like the measles. It takes, it runs
a course fairly well defined, you get over it, you forget
it, hut you can have it twice" [ 5] .
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